Fabricated Basket Strainers are required when an off-the-shelf solution will not meet your exact piping requirements. All of our Fabricated Strainers are made right here in the USA, at our state-of-the-art facility in the southeastern part of North Carolina.

**Sizes 2” - 48” Available**

**MODELS**

- FB 20 Series - 150 Class
- FB 30 Series - 300 Class

**MATERIALS:**

- Carbon Steel • Stainless Steel
- Other Alloys

**OPTIONS**

- Gauge Taps
- Vent/drain - (Standard)
- Back Flush Valves
- Semi-Automatic
- Pressure Gauges
- DP Gauge Switch
- Support Legs

**ANSI CLASSES**

- ANSI Class 150 up to high pressure 900 class

**END CONNECTIONS**

- Flanged, Raised Face, RTJ, Butt Weld, Socket Weld, Threaded

**TEMPERATURE CONTROL**

- Steam Jacket casing for set temperature control

**STRAINING ELEMENTS**

- Customize to fit your requirements
- Heavy Duty Baskets, Wedge Wire, & Multi Basket Designs

**SANITARY**

- Sanitary Application Designs for food/pharmaceutical processing

**UNIQUE PROJECTS**

- Rotated and Offset Nozzles to fit into your applications

**SMALLER SIZES AVAILABLE**

TITAN FLOW CONTROL, INC  
Tel: 910-735-0000 • Fax: 910-738-3848 • titan@titanfci.com  
290 Corporate Drive • PO Box 7408 • Lumberton, NC 28358  
www.titanfci.com
Titan recommends keeping spare parts on hand.

Centerline dimension is from the top of body flange. Does not include cover. Quick open cover dimension is to the top of body housing.

Face to face values have a tolerance of ±0.06 in (±2.0 mm) for sizes 10" and lower and a tolerance of ±0.12 in (±3.0 mm) for sizes 12" and larger.

Dimensions and weights of the FB 21, FB 24, FB 31, FB 34 are provided for reference only. Certified drawings are required for all Titan Fabrications.

1. Dimensions and weights of the FB 21, FB 24, FB 31, FB 34 are provided for reference only. Certified drawings are required for all Titan Fabrications.
2. Face to face values have a tolerance of ±0.06 in (±2.0 mm) for sizes 10" and lower and a tolerance of ±0.12 in (±3.0 mm) for sizes 12" and larger.
3. Centerline dimension is from the top of body flange. Does not include cover. Quick open cover dimension is to the top of body housing.
4. Smaller sizes are available. Please consult page 6 of catalog.
5. Centerline to bottom dimension is to bottom of body housing and does not include the NPT plug.
6. Face to face dimension listed are for flanged units only. Please call factory for more information.

Titan FCI’s fabricated products are made to each customer’s unique specifications. Dimensions, materials, and all other product details referenced in this literature are general in nature. Some options may not be available in all sizes and/or models. Titan FCI reserves the right to make design and specification changes to improve the products without prior notification.

For exact product specifications, please consult the Titan FCI factory and request certified engineering drawings.